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BIG Little Science Centre 
Newsletter 27    October 2003 

 
The Newsletter is compiled and edited by BIG Little Science Centre Operator, Gordon R. Gore. 

962 Sycamore Drive Kamloops BC Canada  V2B 6S2 Phone (250) 579-5722 Fax (250) 579-2302 grgore@telus.netT
 

 
 

Learning the Ropes! 
 

Darrin Smith, a Grade One student at Our Lady of Perpetual Help School, enjoys 
an ‘uplifting experience’ with one of the pulleys at the BIG Little Science Centre. 
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Science Fun for Your Family 
Pendulum Patterns 

         

 

 

 

          
 

      
Figure 1 

 

You Need 
 
1 can of clean, white sand (500 mL) 
1 roll of string 
1 medium-size plastic funnel 
1 roll of masking tape 
1 roll of wax paper, fax paper or newsprint 
1 hand brush and dustpan 
 

What to Do 
 
1. Figure 1(a) shows a special kind of pendulum. 

The pendulum bob is a plastic funnel that will 
be filled with clean, white sand. A large sheet of
newsprint paper is placed on the floor below the 
pendulum. The string is 1 m long. 
 (a)  Fill the funnel with sand. Set the pendulum 

vibrating gently back and forth in a straight 
line. What kind of pattern does the sand 
make on the paper? 

 (b)  Predict the sort of pattern you will obtain if 
the pendulum is made to vibrate not in a 
straight line, but in an ‘orbit’. 

(c)  Fill the funnel with sand, and  give it a 
gentle push, so that it travels in an ‘orbit’. 
Let it complete several orbits. 

 (d) Repeat the experiment several times. 
Create a variety of patterns. 

2. Figure 1(b) is a different kind of pendulum. 
Because the two strings supporting the funnel 
form a ‘V’, the pendulum is forced to swing in a
straight line. 
(a) Fill the funnel with sand, and start the 

pendulum vibrating. As it vibrates, pull a 
long sheet of paper (from a roll of wax or 
fax paper) slowly, and at a steady speed, 
under the vibrating pendulum. Do this for 
at least four swings of the pendulum. 
Sketch the shape of the pattern on the 
paper. Does the pattern remind you of 
anything? If so, what is it? 

(b)  Experiment by pulling the paper roll under  
the swinging pendulum at different speeds. 
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3. Figure 1(c) is really two pendulums in one. From the support to the centre of gravity of the 
funnel full of sand is one pendulum, about 100 cm long. It will make one swing in about 2 s. 
From the tip of the ‘V’ to the centre of gravity of the funnel full of sand is another pendulum! 
It is 25 cm and will make a swing in about 1 s. (The long pendulum is 4 times the length of 
the short pendulum.) 
(a)  Fill the funnel with sand. Predict what will happen when you set the pendulums vibrating 

so that the longer one swings in one direction, and the shorter one swings at a right angle 
to the longer one. 

 (b)  Try the experiment, and sketch the pattern made by  the sand from the vibrating funnel. 
 
Challenge! 
 
Predict what will happen if you make the long pendulum 225 cm, and the short pendulum 25 cm. 
(The long pendulum is 9 times the length of the short pendulum.) 
 

Think About It! 
 
1. How would you describe the shape of the orbit of the pendulum bob (funnel) in Procedure 1? 
2. In Procedure 2, how would you describe the shape of the pattern left by the sand on the 

moving paper? Give an example of somewhere in nature where you might see this pattern. 
3. How would you describe the pattern you obtain in Procedure 3? Try to explain why the sand 

made this pattern. 
4. What would you do to obtain the following pattern with a sand pendulum? 

 
In Procedure 1, the pattern obtained for one orbit is elliptical. If the sand is 
allowed to drip for several orbits, students will see ‘precession’ of the orbit. The 
pattern is interesting from an artistic as well as a scientific point of view. The 
elliptical orbits of planets also experience precession over time. 

In Procedure 2, you will see a typical wave pattern. It is sometimes called a 
sine wave.  

In Procedure 3, the sand forms a ‘Figure Eight' pattern. The short pendulum 
has twice the frequency (half the period) of the long pendulum, so it completes two 
swings while the long pendulum completes one — thus the ‘8’. 

If the long pendulum is made 9 times as long as the short pendulum, the 
frequencies will be in the ratio of 1:3. The pattern shown in Think About It! (#4) 
will be obtained. (Patterns like this, formed by two simultaneous vibrating sources, 
are called Lissajous' Figures. They are used in electronic circuit analysis.) 
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How Things Work at the BIG Little Science Centre 
 

The Rocket 
 

 
 

 
 
Before the cartridge full of compressed carbon dioxide is punctured, fast-moving gas molecules 
collide with each other and with the walls of the cartridge. Pressure on the walls is the same at 
both ends of the cartridge. 
 

 
 
When the cartridge is punctured, CO2 molecules at the opened end escape. For a few moments 
there is more pressure on the closed end, which pushes the cartridge and rocket to the left. 
 

A punctured CO2 cartridge drives the rocket at the BIG Little Science Centre. There is no 
flame involved. In fact, CO2 is a fire extinguisher. The faster the gas molecules can escape from 
the cartridge, the faster the rocket will be propelled in the opposite direction. This rocket would 
work even better in a vacuum. The air in the room actually slows down the escaping CO2 
molecules. This applies to ‘real’ rockets as well. Commercial and military rockets have nozzles 
designed so that they permit the fastest possible exit of the exhaust gases. 
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Pumice 
 

 
 

 
Lava ejected during a volcanic eruption may contain a lot of gas. Pumice forms from a frothy 
type of lava that has many pockets of gas inside it. The ejected lava cools and becomes solid 
pumice. The original gases escape into the atmosphere and are replaced with air. Because pumice 
has a density less than water, it floats. In an area where a volcanic eruption has occurred, large 
blocks of pumice may be found floating on the ocean. 

Pumice rock is sometimes ground up into tiny fragments and used in soaps, abrasive 
cleaners and polishes. 

 

 
Rocky and Pebbles 
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LED's etc… 
by David McKinnon  Ph. D. 

 
In a few weeks we may be thinking of putting up Christmas lights. In the stores you may already 
have seen lights that rely on what are called light emitting diodes (LED's). These produce visible 
light with only a fraction of the energy requirements of incandescent lights. You may also have seen 
them used in other applications such as car dashboards, traffic lights etc. 
 

What are these? To answer this I will have to dig a little into the physics and chemistry of 
solids.  
 

In a solid material the electrons can have two situations: lower energies where the electrons 
are bound closely to the atoms or molecules in a number of energy levels called the valence bands, 
and higher energies, the conduction bands, where electrons move freely between the atoms or 
molecules.  
 

Now think of the properties of metals, and compare them to non-metals. Non-metals are 
usually insulators. That is, they do not conduct electricity. This is because in non- metals the 
electrons lie in the valence bands, and do not move easily between atoms. Only by applying a large 
amount of energy can the electrons jump to the higher energy conduction band and the material 
conduct electricity. This difference in energy is called the band gap. 
 

Metals are usually good conductors of heat and electricity because in metals, the energies of 
the conduction band and the valence band overlap so that the electrons are free to move from atom to 
atom.   
 

Suppose we have a material composed entirely of silicon or germanium. Because the atoms 
of these elements have four electrons in their outermost levels or valence shells, they are 
tetravalent. (Each silicon or germanium atom can link to four others). Atoms of these elements 
form a fairly regular array.  
 

Now suppose we added (doped it with) small amounts of trivalent elements, whose atoms 
have only three electrons in their valence shells, such as boron, aluminium, gallium or indium. 
These atoms will be incorporated into the lattice, but there will now be a deficiency of the electrons 
required to bond to the other tetravalent atoms. We describe them as having a positive hole, meaning 
that this material will want to accept electrons. It also means that it has extra energy levels so that 
the band gap is reduced. It is called a p-type semiconductor (where ‘p-‘ means positive-) because it 
can now more readily conduct electricity than before by electrons jumping from positive hole to 
positive hole. 
 

Conversely, think of silicon or germanium ‘doped’ with elements with five electrons in their 
valence shells, such as phosphorus, arsenic or antimony. Here the material has a surplus of 
electrons, and can act as an electron donor. It also has extra energy levels to reduce the band gap. 
Because the electrons can be more readily excited into the conduction band it can more readily 
conduct electricity. It is called an n-type semiconductor (where ‘n-‘ means negative). 
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Now think of a situation where a p-type semiconductor is joined to an n-type. Free electrons 

will flow from the n-type to the p-type, but not in the other direction. Thus the combination forms a 
diode. In some cases the energy jump between the two corresponds to the emission of visible light, 
so that it is a light emitting diode (LED), another example of luminescence. The actual colour of 
the light produced by the LED depends on the composition of the two semiconductors.  
 

Now suppose we had a double junction, such as‘p-n-p’. The electrical conduction between 
one n- and one p- layer, called the collector, will be controlled by the conduction in the other p-
layer, called the emitter. This assembly is called a transistor. 
 

Solid-state devices have superseded vacuum tubes and thus revolutionized electronics over 
the past 40 years, and have made possible the miniaturization that we now expect in communication 
devices. 

 
 

                     
 

On the left is Howard Grieve, one of our directors, dressed for his role on the 
Heritage Train 2141. On the right is Howard, dressed as a semiconductor. 

Action at the BIG Little Science Centre 
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Two young visitors from Our Lady of Perpetual Help School are shown working with displays 
at the BIG Little Science Centre.  Veronica Smith examines local fossils using a magnifying 
glass, while Simon Harestad lights up some lights using a hand generator. 

 

 
        Ehren Stillman (with apologies to Bert and Ernie) 
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Action at  
Riverside Park 

 
Keenan Bogstie tries out 
the popular Tornado Tube 
at the BIG Little Science 
Centre booth at Riverside 
Park on Sunday, September 
21. The booth (part of the 
Community Arts Council 
Children’s Festival) was 
managed by Annette 
Glover, and was well 
attended. 
 

Keenan tried out 
everything he could put his 
little hands on. 

 

 
Ehren Stillman 
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Join the  BIG Little Science Centre Society! 

 
Fill out this form and mail it and your check for $20  
(made out to BIG Little Science Centre Society) to  

BIG Little Science Centre Society, 
c/o 962 Sicamore Drive, 
Kamloops, BC V2B 6S2. 

 
You will be placed on the membership list and receive our newsletter. 

 

ρ  I wish to be a member of the BIG Little Science Centre Society. 
 
Name _______________________________________ Phone________________________ 
 
Address __________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________Postal Code __ __ __ __ __ __ 
 

E-mail Address <                             > 
 

Fax _____________________________   Date__________________________________ 
 
 

 
 

Annual General  Meeting of the 
 BIG Little Science Centre Society  

7:00 PM, Thursday November 6, 2003  
David Thompson Elementary School 

 

Current Society Membership Count: 109 
Visitor Count for September 2003: 360 

Visitor Count Since Opening in February 2000 
up to September 30, 2003: 10,940 

 


